
grid infrastructure to support scienceportals for large scale instrumentsgregor von laszewski and ian fosterMathematics and Computer Science DivisionArgonne National Laboratory9700 S. Cass AvenueArgonne, IL 60439, U.S.A.gregor@mcs.anl.govAbstractSoon, a new generation of scienti�c workbenches will be developed as a collaborative e�ortamong various research institutions in the United States. These scienti�c workbencheswill be accesses in the Web via portals. Reusable components are needed to build suchportals for di�erent scienti�c disciplines, allowing uniform desktop access to remote re-sources. Such components will include tools and services enabling easy collaboration, jobsubmission, job monitoring, component discovery, and persistent object storage. Basedon experience gained from Grand Challenge applications for large-scale instruments, wedemonstrate how Grid infrastructure components can be used to support the implementa-tion of science portals. The availability of these components will simplify the prototypeimplementation of a common portal architecture.Keywords: Science Portal, Grid, Metacomputing, Globus1. IntroductionA driving force for developing the next generation of computing infrastructure is scienti�capplications. It is important to identify common components that are neede and can beused by di�erent application areas [28]. The availability of common and reusable compo-nents will accelerate and enhance the development of similar e�orts in other applicationareas. In this paper, we report on lessons learned during the development of programs forGrand Challenge applications as part of large scale data analysis and instrumentation incomputed microtomography (CMT) and structural biology (SB). We believe that manyof the issues addressed in these disciplines are typical for other scienti�c problems.Once the common components between di�erent disciplines are identi�ed, they will beused to build science portals [14]. In general, a science portal de�nes a gateway or portalto information related to a particular scienti�c discipline or area of research. The por-tal serves as Web interface to tools, databases, and other useful services including job1



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999submission and collaborative spaces. Science portals are a continuation of the success-fully implemented scienti�c workbenches [4]. Unfortunately, the current generation ofavailable tools used to construct workbenches is hard to maintain. Since only a limitedshared infrastructure exists, it is not easy to derive ports from one discipline to another.New e�orts will need fundamentally di�erent technologies. Naturally, portals for variousscienti�c disciplines might look quite di�erent. Nevertheless, many of them will share anumber of common toolkit components.The paper is structured as follows. First, we outline some basic scienti�c and compu-tational challenges of the computed microtomography and structural biology projects.Analysis of the workow of these experiments helps to establish a common set of com-ponents that must be supported to ease the work of the scientist. The demand forimplementation of Webbased science portals is supported by selected Grid services, whichare then discussed. We point out how to utilize XML- and LDAP-based formats to allowinteroperability of components developed in a language-neutral and compute-framework-neutral way. We conclude the paper with a summary of the current state of the projectand point out opportunities for further research.2. Computed Microtomography andStructural BiologyBefore we can describe the general architecture of our approach, we present some application-speci�c details that help to explain the goals and limitations of the project in the light ofdeveloping a science portal.In the areas of CMT and SB, the use of x-rays as a nondestructive tool for investigating theinternal structure of materials at the micron length scale has grown rapidly over the pastdecade as a result of the advent of synchrotron radiation sources. In a typical CMT or SBexperiment, a sample is illuminated by a beam of x-rays, and data is collected for multiplesample orientations by using a charge-coupled device (CCD) [33, 1]. These images arethen used to derive a three-dimensional representation of the analyzed objects. This datacontains quantitative information about the x-ray attenuation coe�cient at a particularx-ray energy. However, the e�ective use of such an expensive instrument requires theability to archive, analyze, and visualize the collected data at orders of magnitude morethan is currently possible. The data rates and compute power required to address thisGrand Challenge problem are prodigious, easily reaching one gigabit per second and ateraop per second.We illustrate this statement with a scenario found during the reconstruction of micro-tomographic data, where a time-consuming reconstruction process is used to obtain athree-dimensional raw data set representing with spatial resolution of as little as 1 �m. A3-D raw data set generated by a typical detector will comprise 1000 1024� 1500 two-byteslices (3 GB); detectors with signi�cantly higher resolutions will soon be available. If weassume current reconstruction techniques and make fairly optimistic scaling assumptions,reconstruction of this dataset requires about 1013 oating-point operations (10 Tops).On a 100 Mop/sec workstation, this translates to 32 hours; on a 1 Top/sec computer, it2



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999would take about 10 seconds. With current detector technologies, this dataset might take1500 seconds to acquire; however, new detectors will improve readout times considerably[29].Even larger estimations apply to the discipline of structural biology, where the data gath-ered during such experiments is used to determine the molecular structure of macro-molecules to enhance, for example, the capabilities of modern drug design in the �eldsof basic and applied research [30]. The total amount of data in many of the experimentswe conducted was 20 GB. A considerable amount of postprocessing has to be performedfollowing the data acquisition phase to obtain the structural solution of the molecularsample. For small structures, the solution usually does not pose a problem. For macro-molecules, the computational demand on even the fastest processors can be months. Thisis due to the enormous and irregular solution space for which it is currently di�cult towrite fast deterministic algorithms to obtain an expectable solution.The many orders of magnitude increase in brilliance now available at third-generationsources such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS) allows dramatic improvements intemporal resolution. In addition, the availability of powerful computational grids willmake it feasible to obtain a 3-D representation in a reasonable response time. The re-quirements of these photon source applications can be ful�lled with the infrastructureprovided by a computational grid [10]. The term \grid" is chosen in analogy with theelectric power grid, which provides pervasive access to power and, like the computer anda small number of other advances, had a dramatic impact on human capabilities. Byproviding pervasive, dependable, and consistent access to advanced computational ca-pabilities, the application of supercomputing-enhanced photon source algorithms allowsreal-time operation during an experiment while using nonlocal computational resourcesto allow a certain level of quality of service.3. Analysis of Application-Specific RequirementsIt is beyond the scope of this paper to outline the contents of a science portal for large-scaleinstruments. This e�ort will require considerable resources and commitment by expertsin order to derive a contents base that appeals to many users [32, 2, 31]. Nevertheless, itis possible to derive the requirements for tools that will allow the simpli�cation for theconstruction of such portals. In the following sections we outline these basic requirementsand point to potential solutions provided as part of the Grid infrastructure.To extract common modalities, we outline the traditional model to perform a photonsource experiment:1. Gather knowledge, and perform research to develop an experiment.2. Plan the experiment.3. Prepare the samples and the hardware at the beamline.4. Perform the data acquisition (e.g., collect the images).3



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 19995. Select a reconstruction algorithm.6. Choose parameters for the reconstruction algorithm.7. Perform the actual reconstruction.8. Visualize the reconstructed data.9. Go to step 5, or, if no parameters can be found, check whether the experiment wascorrect, or develop new algorithms and go to step 4 if necessary.From these basic steps it is clear that the following components must be part of a scienceportal for large photon sources:� Access to databases for planning the experiments and conducting research.� Access to the computational Grid for execution of the compute-intensive task underdeadline constraints.� Access to a uniform collaborative environment that allows the exchange of ideasin various formats, including, text, drawings, speech, and sophisticated immersivevisualization.� Access to a software repository to store new components.� Access to a parameter repository to store di�erent con�gurations for the experimentparameters.The computational steps currently performed by the researchers feature hands-on useand batch processing. A major di�culty with the current practice is the turnaround timebetween the data acquisition and the reconstruction, often due to lack of available com-puting power. This is especially problematic for synchrotron-based experiments becauseonly a limited amount of expensive beam time is available for a user. The use of ad-vanced reservation-based compute power can reduce this turnaround time to a few hoursor minutes, as demonstrated at the SC'98 conference in Florida. Allowing the users toview the results in rapid response time (quasi-real time) gives an opportunity to alterexperiment conditions on the y [22]. This functionalty greatly improves the capabilitiesof a synchrotron radiation facility.To characterize the experiment requirements more precisely, we identify two experimentmodes: (1) the use of an online operation or experiment as described above and (2) theuse of a postprocessing mode, which reconstructs the dataset with a varying parameterset (see Table 1). If enough computational power is available, recalculation can also beperformed during an experiment. To enable fast processing, the data must be shippedfrom the acquisition hardware to the computer performing the reconstruction, preferablyconnected to large storage media with fast access. At the same time it is important toenable an archival service for the experimentalist in order to allow for data recovery inthe case of data loss. As pointed out previously, beam time is limited, and the goal for anexperimentalist is to achieve the most progress in this limited time. A fast reconstruction4



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999algorithm can be used to help decide whether the current experiment has to be interruptedprematurely because of an error in the setup. This will allow for an increase in thenumber of experiments to be conducted per hour. In order to handle the complicated anddiverse supercomputing environments, it is essential to provide a simple interface givingthe beamline experimentalist control over the parameter set, as well as the possibility toterminate the current calculation at any time.Besides the requirements driven by the computational aspect of the application, organi-zational aspects bene�t from a remote operational mode. Because of the hazardous andoften unpleasant environment, remote operation is desirable. With remote operation, thefacility can maintain a small but well-trained team of beamline sta� experimentalists.This approach o�ers several advantages. It reduces the operational and user-speci�c costand minimizes travel cost to the unique facility. It allows new user groups to gain accessto a unique facility, such as the APS. Furthermore, it increases the access time to thebeamline while minimizing the e�ort required by trained experts to set up experiments.With the availability of a collaborative and remote steering environment as part of ascience portal, new user communities in commercial and educational facilities are likelyto use the supercomputing-enhanced light sources in remote fashion. Multiple users atgeographically dispersed locations should be able to collaborate easily with each other. A\plug-and-play" environment, as shown in Figure 1, makes it possible for authorized par-ticipants in di�erent geographical locations with di�erent visualization engines to attenda collaborative experiment session.Furthermore, the implementation of the Grid-enabled photon source applications mustdeal with issues common to metacomputing environments. These issues include the fol-lowing:� Multiple administrative domains. The resources used by the application often arenot owned or administered by a single entity. The need to deal with multipleadministrative entities complicates the already challenging network security prob-lem, as di�erent entities may use di�erent authentication mechanisms, authorizationschemes, and access policies. The need to execute user-supplied codes at the geo-graphical disperse sites introduces additional concerns.� Restriction on the locality of the compute platform. Many of the tools used by theapplications are of commercial nature or cab be run are only on a selected set ofmachines.� Heterogeneity at multiple levels. Both the computing resources used to constructa virtual computer and the networks that connect these resources are highly het-erogeneous. Heterogeneity arises at multiple levels, ranging from physical devices,through system software, to scheduling and usage policies.� Unpredictable structure. Traditionally, high-performance applications have beendeveloped for a single class of systems with well-known characteristics|or evenfor one particular computer. Geographical distribution and complexity are otherfactors that make it di�cult to determine system characteristics such as networkbandwidth and latency a priori. 5



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999Table 1: The modes in which an experiment on the advanced photon sourceis executed pose di�erent demand on the compute environment.experiment mode postprocessing modespeed �nish by deadline as fast as possible(end of experiment) (quasi interactive mode)-\- as fast as possible over \lunchbreak"interrupt if wrong resultsspace secure, fast, large, backup keep up with calculation speed,read from backupparameters use standard parameters modifying the parameter setto its optimum-\- run postprocessing mode atexperiment time
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Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999� Dynamic and unpredictable behavior. Traditional high-performance systems usescheduling strategies such as space sharing or gang-scheduling to provide exclusive|and hence predictable|access to processors and networks. In metacomputing envi-ronments, resources|especially networks|are more likely to be shared. One conse-quence of sharing is that behavior and performance can vary over time. For example,in wide area networks built using the Internet Protocol suite, network characteristicssuch as latency, bandwidth, and jitter may vary as tra�c is rerouted. Large-scalemetasystems may also su�er from network and resource failures. In general, it is achallenging problem to guarantee even minimum quality-of-service requirements.Fundamental to all of these issues is the need for mechanisms that allow applications to ob-tain real-time information about system structure and state, use that information to makecon�guration decisions, and be noti�ed when information changes. Required informationcan include network activity, available network interfaces, processor characteristics, andauthentication mechanisms. Decision processes can require complex combinations of thesedata in order to achieve e�cient end-to-end con�guration of complex networked systems.4. Enabling Grid Middleware ComponentsCentral to the development of such widely distributed applications are middleware servicesthat enable resource discovery, user authentication and authorization, resource schedulingand execution control. A number of pioneering e�orts have produced useful services for themetacomputing application developer. For example, Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [15]and the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [17] provide a machine-independent commu-nication layer, Condor [19] provides a uniform view of processor resources, Legion [16]builds system components on a distributed object-oriented model, and the Andrew FileSystem (AFS) [21] provides a uniform view of �le resources. Each of these systems hasbeen proven e�ective in large-scale application experiments.The Globus metacomputing toolkit provides middleware services necessary to construct acomputational grid infrastructure and to develop applications that use grid-based super-computers, mass storage, and immersive visualization facilities. Our goal in the Globusproject is not to compete with these and other related e�orts, but rather to provide basicinfrastructure that can be used to construct portable, high performance implementationsof a range of such services. To this end, we focus on (a) the development of low-levelmechanisms that can be used to implement higher-level services, and (b) techniques thatallow those services to observe and guide the operation of these mechanisms. If success-ful, this approach can reduce the complexity and improve the quality of metacomputingsoftware by allowing a single low-level infrastructure to be used for many purposes andby providing solutions to the con�guration problem in metacomputing systems.To demonstrate that the Globus approach is workable, we must show that it is possible touse a single set of low-level mechanisms to construct e�cient implementations of diverseservices on multiple platforms and show their usability in application programs.7



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 19995. Globus Toolkit ModulesThe Globus toolkit comprises a set of modules and services. Each module de�nes aninterface, which higher-level services use to invoke that module's mechanisms, and pro-vides an implementation, which uses appropriate low-level operations to implement thesemechanisms in di�erent environments.The availability of these modules will help to de�ne services that are important for manyscienti�c applications:� Resource location and allocation. This component provides mechanisms for express-ing application resource requirements, for identifying resources that meet these re-quirements, and for scheduling resources once they have been located. Resourcelocation mechanisms are required because applications cannot, in general, be ex-pected to know the exact location of required resources, particularly when load andresource availability can vary. Resource allocation involves scheduling the resourceand performing any initialization required for subsequent process creation, dataaccess, and so forth. In some situations|for example, on some supercomputers|location and allocation must be performed in a single step [9]. In science portalsResource management services must be built to allow speci�cation of what comput-ing, network, and storage are needed by an application.� Authentication interface. This component provides basic authentication mecha-nisms that can be used to validate the identity of both users and resources. Thesemechanisms provide building blocks for other security services such as authorizationand data security that need to know the identity of parties engaged in an operation[12]. A security service with a single sign-on using public key infrastructure for allresources must be available in a science portal.� Uni�ed resource information service. This component provides a uniform mecha-nism for obtaining real-time information about metasystem structure and status.The mechanism allows components to post as well as receive information. Scopingand access control are also supported[7].� Data access. This component is provides high-speed remote access to persistentstorage such as �les. Globus contains a remote data access service via URLs [3].� Communications. This component provides basic communicationmechanisms. Thesemechanisms permit the e�cient implementation of a wide range of communica-tion methods, including message passing, remote procedure call, distributed sharedmemory, stream-based, and multicast. The mechanisms must be aware of networkquality-of-service parameters such as jitter, reliability, latency, and bandwidth [11].� Process creation. This component initiates computation on a resource once it hasbeen located and allocated. This task includes setting up executables, creating anexecution environment, starting an executable, passing arguments, integrating thenew process into the rest of the computation, and managing termination and processshutdown [5]. 8



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999� Process Monitoring. This component reports on the status of a compute resourceor task. A detection of failure allows one to develop a fault-tolerant machine stateand job state service [24].Together, the various Globus toolkit modules can be thought of as de�ning a metacom-puting virtual machine. The de�nition of this virtual machine simpli�es application de-velopment and enhances portability by allowing programmers to think of geographicallydistributed, heterogeneous collections of resources as uni�ed entities. More informationabout each component can be found in the cited references.5.1. Support for Resource-Aware Services and ApplicationsMetacomputing applications often need to operate networking and computing resourcesat close to maximum performance. Hence, metacomputing environments must allow pro-grammers to observe di�erences in system resource characteristics and to guide how theseresources are used to implement higher-level services. Achieving these goals without com-promising portability is a signi�cant challenge for the designer of metacomputing software.
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Figure 2: A selection process of resources to ful�ll the real-time requirementsof the parallel x-ray microtomography program.We use the Globus communication module to illustrate some of these issues (see Figure 2).This module must select, for each call to its communication functions, one of several low-level mechanisms. On a local-area network, communication might be performed withTCP/IP, while in a parallel computer, specialized high-performance protocols typicallyo�er higher bandwidth and lower latencies. In a wide area environment, specializedATM protocols can be more e�cient. The ability to manage protocol parameters (TCP9



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999packet size, network quality of service) further complicates the picture. The choice oflow-level mechanism for a particular communication is a nontrivial problem that canhave signi�cant implications for application performance.Globus toolkit modules address this problem by providing interfaces that allow the selec-tion process to be exposed to, and guided by, higher-level tools and applications. Theseinterfaces provide rule-based selection, resource property inquiry, and noti�cation mech-anisms.� Rule-based selection. Globus modules can identify selection points at which choicesfrom among alternatives (resources, parameter values, etc.) are made. Associatedwith each selection point is a default selection rule provided by the module devel-oper (e.g., \use TCP packet size X," \use TCP over ATM"). A rule replacementmechanism allows higher-level services to specify alternative strategies (\use TCPpacket size Y ," \use specialized ATM protocols").� Resource property inquiry. Information provided by the uni�ed information servicecan be used to guide selection processes within both Globus modules and applica-tions that use these modules. For example, a user might provide a rule that states\use ATM interface if load is low, otherwise Internet," hence using informationabout network load to guide resource selection.� Noti�cation. A noti�cation mechanism allows a higher-level service or applicationto specify constraints on the quality of service delivered by a Globus service and toname a call-back function that should be invoked if these constraints are violated.This mechanism can be used, for example, to switch between networks when onebecomes loaded.Higher-level services and applications can use Globus selection, inquiry, and noti�cationmechanisms to con�gure computations e�ciently for available resources, and/or to adaptbehavior when the quantity and/or quality of available resources changes dynamicallyduring execution. For example, consider an application that performs computation on onecomputer and transfers data over a wide-area network for visualization at remote sites. Atstartup time, the application can determine available computational power and networkcapacity and con�gure its computational and communication structures appropriately(e.g., it might decide to use compression for some data but not others). During execution,noti�cation mechanisms allow it to adapt to changes in network quality of service.We use the term Adaptive Wide Area Resource Environment (AWARE) to denote aset of application interfaces, higher-level services, and adaptation policies that enablespeci�c classes of applications to exploit a metacomputing environment e�ciently. Weare investigating AWARE components for several applications, and anticipate developingAWARE toolkits for di�erent classes of metacomputing application.6. Higher-Level ServicesAlthough Globus provides mechanisms for users to locate, access and manage distributedhardware and software resources, there is still a gap between programming distributed10



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999applications using these APIs and conceptual problem solving at higher levels. Thus itis necessary to provide an intermediate layer that enables access to the services by non-expert applications users. Integrating such higher-level services into a science portal willbe key for a successful implementation [20].Today, several software solutions exist that provide software layers above the basic Gridmiddleware services. Most prominent are MPICH-G [8] and High Performance C++[18]. In addition, the Globus team has demonstrated on several occasions that it ispossible to build higher-level services that provide even graphical user interfaces to thegrid components. Such a service, for example, is the Grid Enabled Console COmponet(GECCO). This tool enables the user to formulate jobs or tasks executing in the Gridenvironment as a task graph (see Figure 3). GECCO allows tasks to be executed in a fault-tolerant manner according to their speci�cation. This may include the automatic locationof a compute resources and prestaging of executables and programs on the dynamicalselected machines. GECCO communicates directly with an LDAP server, which can beset up locally by the user in order to allow persistent storage of information. GECCOwas developed even before the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) standard was �nalizedand is based on a similar, but more user-friendly speci�cation language. Nevertheless, weintend to provide a XML-based port to allow easy interoperability with other components.XML is a simpli�ed version of SGML, designed especially for Web documents. It enablesdesigners to include syntactic rules within the document. Other higher-level tools areavailable or under development, including network monitoring tools....<node><name> SnB1 </name><label> SnB_71_80 </label><state> running </state>...</node>...Figure 3: On the left side a we show a higher-level tool (GECCO) that executestasks speci�ed as part of a task graph in fault tolerant manner. The graphpresented shows an application of a structure determining task graph. Onthe right side we show a portion of the XML speci�cation of the informationdisplayed in GECCO.
7. Interoperable Grid ComponentsOne of the problems we face when components and services are contributed by a largeand diverse user community is how to maintain their interoperability.11



Proc. of the Workshop Distrubuted Computing on the WebDCW'99, University of Rostock, 21-23 June 1999The de�nition of a well-formulated application interface contributes to the usability of suchcomponents. Nevertheless, one has to consider issues related to language and frameworkindependence to increase the exposure of the components. One such e�ort was startedby the DOE2000 Common Component Architecture (CCA) e�ort. It seeks to developa software component architecture that enables scientists and engineers to build self-contained software components that can be composed into applications that run either onmassively parallel supercomputers or in wide-area distributed computing environments.Recent demonstrations of the proposed CCA API [13] and a distributed high-performancecomputation and visualization application [23] indicate that these new technologies areappropriate for developing domain-speci�c Next Generation Internet (NGI) applicationssuch as the Advanced Photon Source macromolecular crystallography science portal. Itis especially important that a framework be developed that allows DCOM, CORBA, andJavaBeans to interoperate with CCA distributed components.We suggest basing this architecture on well-known standards and already available gridcomponents. Hence, we guarantee the support of new technologies in the near and distantfuture. A central part of the architecture must be a scalable repository that allows storingand locating components and their interfaces. Performance characteristics and machinedependencies should be part of this service. Currently, the Globus MDS provides alreadya scalable lookup service based on LDAP technology. This service can be extended toinclude data providers on the base of shell scripts, Jini, JDBC, and COS. A provider isde�ned in such a way that the data obtained by the provider is translated into LDAP.Furthermore, we suggest formulating the interface descriptions in XML while de�ning aDocument Type De�nition (DTD).The use of syntactic rules within XML documents will allow application developers tobuild smart clients, in which information is checked against an appropriate DTD before aconnection to the server is established and the document is submitted. Such a mechanismis essential to increase scalability because common LDAP implementations perform suchtests on the server side rather than the client side. XML parsers available in C and Javawill guarantee portability.Examples for the de�nition of compute-resource related objects are given in [27]. Ba-sic work for de�ning standard object representation has been performed as part of theDesktop Assess to Remote Resources (DAtoRR) workshops and will be continued in con-junction with the newly started GridForum activities [26, 6, 25]A simple scenario (see Figure 4) illustrates an application of interoperable components.Assume an application developer decides to publish a component for reuse by other de-velopers. This component can be published today in the MDS. The publication can beperformed either in LDAP or in XML (we use XML in our example). If another userwishes to �nd out wether a particular component can be executed on a dynamical con-�gurable compute environment, he can issue an appropriate search query. A compileservice, which is currently under development by the Globus team, may be used to obtainthe �nal executable which is then staged with the Globus resource managing tools. Thisapproach opens up the possibility of integrating other infrastructure frameworks based onCORBA, DOM, RMI, and Jini, since XML-based interfaces are currently under discussionor development by various vendors. 12
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